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Introduction

The present paper deals with music theory; more specifically, how traditional 
harmonic analysis can be applied to facilitate the understanding of the har-
monic framework of Eastern Slavic (Russian) chant harmonizations. A prereq-
uisite for understanding the analyses is a working basic knowledge of com-
mon practice tonal harmony.

However, the customary way in which harmony is taught in classes and 
textbooks tends to result in a limited view of the subject. After this kind of 
theoretical study, the analyst may encounter various problematic passages in 
western tonal music, as the harmony is reluctant to behave in the way one has 
been told it should. Such passages we are often willing to label as “modal“ or 
even “atonal” to do away with the problem. But this is superfluous for many 
cases.

To circumvent the difficulties caused by different theoretical back-
grounds, I provide here a recapitulation of some of the rudiments of harmony, 
followed by an introduction to the Russian Church Gamut and general re-
marks on the book forms of chant melodies. 

A) On the concept of key

•   There is no direct connection between a melodic scale and a harmonic key. 
That is to say, if we have a melody which seems to contain notes of the C major 
scale, this in no way implies that the melody must be harmonized by chords 
whose notes belong to C major, or by harmonic progressions that are idiomatic 
in C major.
•   The sense of a key or tonality in a given passage of music is based on our 
musical perception. We get the sense of a key if we hear chords and chord pro-
gressions that are familiar to us as characteristics of that key.
•   To get a sense of a key it is not mandatory to hear the tonic chord of the key 
in question, inasmuch as there are other chords that can also determine the 
key. 
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B) On the general discipline of harmonic analysis in Western   

tonal music

•   The preferred course of action for harmonic analysis is to locate musical 
passages in which the harmony consists of chords (and progressions) typical 
of some key, of either the major or the harmonic minor (harmonic, since we are 
dealing with the harmony). We do not refer to any other types of “keys” than 
the two mentioned.
•   The chords are analysed with degree numbers (uppercase Roman numerals) 
and other standard accessory markings. (Other systems, such as the Rieman-
nian functional analysis, tend to be too illogical to be useful.)
•   The use of chromatic alteration signs in the analysis should be kept to a 
minimum. (The abundance of such signs often indicates that the music is be-
ing analysed in the wrong key.)
•   From the preceding, it follows that we must be sure that the chords really 
belong to the key in which we are analysing them. For instance, it is erroneous 
to claim that a       minor triad is the VII degree of C minor, as there is no such 
chord in harmonic C minor.1

C) On chord progressions

Chord progressions within a key can be rudimentarily classified according to 
their typicality in tonal music.2 

The tendency to articulate the tonality is clearest in the first group of progres-
sions. The progressions of the second and third groups generally have the 
opposite tendency. Passages consisting of such progressions tend to have a 

1  This is contrary to analytical practices derived from Schenkerian approaches 
presupposing the universal existence of a Schenkerian Urlinie in all tonal music, 
which tends to result in a temptation to adjust the harmonic analysis accordingly.
2 The classification is based on the subjective judgements of this writer, and 
thus, not to be taken as absolute, but, rather, as a suggestion.

Table 1. A rudimentary classification of chord progressions in tonal music.
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perceived flavour of indetermination, which is sometimes referred to as “mo-
dality” (although it does not have a great deal to do with modal music in the 
historical sense).3

Annotations

•   There may be seventh chords principally on degrees V, II, and VII (and a 
ninth chord on degree V). On other degrees, these are infrequent.
•   There may be secondary dominants directed to degrees (other than I) on 
which the triads are either major or minor.
•   When the melody admits, chords on II, IV and VI degrees may be substi-
tuted by a group of chromatically altered chords, such as the Neapolitan chord 
on the flattened II degree, and the Italian, German, and French chords on the 
(flattened) VI degree.

The Church Gamut

The traditional tonal system of Eastern Slavic chant is based on a scale forma-
tion of 12 pitches, referred to as the Church Gamut.

Although the pitch system of Russian monophonic church singing is some-
what more complex according to available information,4 the Church Gamut is, 
nevertheless, the tonal foundation of monophonic chant.

The gamut consists of four identical major (Ionian) trichords, separated 
by a minor second. Thus, it is a cyclic trichordal formation, fundamentally dif-
ferent from the western church modes, as well as major and minor scales.

If expanded according to the cyclical structure, the gamut would take 
the following shape:

3 Cf. Piston 1982, 460: “The deliberate use in the common-practice period of 
modal scales ... seems to have reflected composers’ desires ... to provide a certain 
feeling of archaic style, especially in religious music.”
4 Cf. Grigor’ev 2001; Vladyševskaja 1982; 2006, 240–297. 

Example 1. The Church Gamut.



As illustrated, the expanded gamut becomes redundant only in the span of 
five octaves. This pitch collection is able to produce only three different me-
lodic modes. A melody can be transposed by a diatonic second, which results 
in a melody of different intervallic content (or mode). This new melody can be 
in turn transposed by another diatonic second to the same direction, which re-
sults in a third version, but when the transposition is repeated once more, the 
mode of that melody is found to be identical to the original one. Consequently, 
any melody in this pitch collection can be transposed by a perfect fourth in any 
direction without distorting its intervallic structure.

Another feature of this pitch collection is that it seems well suited to a 
simple harmonization in parallel thirds, as the issue of the tritone produced 
by two consecutive parallel major thirds a major second apart (i.e., in C major: 
F-A                  ) is not present. This suggests that some kind of harmonic perfor-
mance practice may have influenced on the structure of the Church Gamut. 

According to music sources and living performance practices of mono-
phonic chant, the tonal variation of the gamut can be divided into two different 
types of pitch mutations. One of these consists of occasional transposition of 
a passage a whole step lower in relation to the standard gamut. Traces of this 
practice can be found in some square-note manuscripts and early printings 
of Synodal chant books,5 but as Grigor’ev puts it, “This phenomenon, known 
as spusk, has virtually disappeared from contemporary [Old Rite] practice, or 
[nowadays] the lowering is only applied to a single note.”6 

A more common type of pitch mutations is the occasional application 
of extra-gamut leading-notes. Such an alteration may take place on the lowest 
pitch of a Ionian trichord when the melody tangents it from above in stepwise 
movement, most often in cadences.7 Although this alteration is not unexcep-

5 For instance, in Prazdniki 1772, fol. 3 ff.
6 Grigor’ev 2001, 85, footnote 1.
7 The possible progressions are:                                                                       In ad-The possible progressions are:                                                                       In ad-
dition, the raising of the high       into       can take place in some special cases when 
the melody tangents on it from below (cf. Grigor’ev 2001, 178). I am very grateful 
to Mr. Nikita Simmons for sharing his invaluable insight on these questions.
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Example 2.  A hypothetical expansion of the Church Gamut.
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tional, and its prominence varies in different Old Rite communities, it implies 
that such views that musica ficta is uncharacteristic and foreign to an “uncor-
rupted” chant tradition are erratic and baseless.8 As this phenomenon is com-
mon in monophonic chant, it is unreasonable to infer that it would not have 
been intrinsic to the polyphonic singing from the outset — despite the fact that 
it was not explicitly indicated in the music.9

A general remark on the book forms of church melodies

It is a common conception that the chant melodies in certain “canonical” chant 
books represent the “official” forms of the music, and that it is mandatory to 
sing everything meticulously as it has been written, whereas a failure to do 
so will be taken into account in the Last Judgement. However, contemporary 
church practice — be it Greek or Slavic — demonstrates that this is not ob-
served in reality. In addition, there is no proof that it was observed at an earlier 
time either; rather the contrary. It seems that the concept of the identity of a 
melody has usually been much less rigid than most scholars have thought.

Harmony in Eastern Slavic church music

Background

According to documents, singing church music in some kind of harmony was 
already known in the Eastern Slavic liturgical practice in the 16th century. 
An early literary reference can be found in the Čin arhiepiskopa Novagoroda i 
Pskova,10 which is a description on the divine services of the St. Sophia Cathe-
dral of Novgorod in the 1540s. It contains remarks of the following kind:

И дîаки поютъ съ верхом ...11

И таж начинают часы, и поют тропари по крылосом с верхом ...12

... всенощное по обичаю поют. Стихиры по уставу по знаменью, славникъ с 
верхом.13

8 Symptomatically, after Old Believers had been granted freedom of religion 
in 1905, which in turn had allowed them to promote their church music in pub-
lic concerts, press critics such as V. Pashalov” (1917) could accuse them of having 
corrupted the tradition: “Equally inadmissible is the raised leading tone in final 
cadences, which is totally foreign to the diatonic nature [of the chants].” (Cited in 
Morosan 1994, 257.)
9 The “diatonic nature” of the chants as they appear in monophonic sources has 
been a chief argument for the advocates of archaistic polyphony in condemning the 
established tradition of polyphonic chant. Hence, much of the controversy appears 
to have been based on a fundamental misapprehension of the rudiments of music.
10 Golubcov” 1899, 239–262.
11 “And clerics sing with the upper ...” (Ibid. 257.)
12 “And then begin the hours, and both kryloses sing the troparia with the upper 
...” (Ibid. 259.)
13 “... the all-night vigil is sung as usual. Stichera according to the Typikon from 
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The expression that suggests some sort of polyphonic singing is “с верхом”, 
which means: something is sung with something “upper”. The real meaning 
of this “upper” remains enigmatic. It could be a polyphonic counter-voice, but 
apparently, no written sources for such counter-voices from that time have 
survived. Perhaps it is a question of doubling. One possibility could be dou-
bling the melody in the upper octave. But since it is improbable that an octave 
doubling was perceived as being different from the melody, would this have 
been worth mentioning?

A more plausible explanation is that “с верхом” may refer to doubling 
the chant melody in another interval than the octave, such as the upper third.

Later on, when singing in harmony became standard practice in the 
Russian Church, it seems probable that harmonization was carried out in a 
semi-improvisational manner: by doubling the melody in parallel thirds and 
attaching a well-sounding bass part. Following this procedure there was no 
need for polyphonic music materials: it was possible to sing in harmony from 
monophonic chant books. Thus, when we encounter a monophonic chant 
book, written in square-notes or normal staff notation, we should not take it 
for granted that the music was actually sung in unison.

But there survive, in addition to monophonic chant books, also harmo-
nized chant sources from the late 17th and early 18th centuries. These sources 
were written in a style customarily referred to as the partesny style. Typically, 
these settings, often made according to Znamenny Chant or Greek Chant, con-
tain four to eight parts, and the music is generally very florid. It is probably 
too florid to have been used by amateur choirs or casual church singers. I think 
that this music stands outside the mainstream.

Some time in the latter part of the 18th century, the copying of these par-
tesny chant settings seems to have ceased. The reasons for this are not known. 
When the monophonic Synodal chant books were being prepared in the 1760s, 
the project leader, Byškovskij, declared that technically it was possible to print 
even polyphonic chant books.14 But for some reason, such books were not 
printed at that time. Perhaps it was considered unnecessary, as the partesny 
style was going out of vogue, and polyphonic singing was customarily carried 
out from monophonic materials. 

Chant polyphony in print

The first polyphonic chant books in Russia were printed by the St. Petersburg 
Imperial Court Chapel in 1815 and 1830. The earlier publication contains non-
changing parts of the Liturgy according to the Court Chant,15 while the 1830 
publication, Krug prostago cerkovnago penija,16 is a more or less complete Court 
Chant Obihod. Peculiarly, these chant books are not full four-part settings but 

musical notation, the doxasticon with the upper.” (Ibid. 262.)
14 Bezsonov” 1864, 42.
15 Prostoe pěnīe 1815.
16 Krug” 1830.
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provide only melodic and harmonic outlines for the music. It seems plausible 
that when the music was performed, other parts were added by ear. (Cf. Ex-
amples 3–4.)

Example 3. Videhom svet istinnyj — We have seen the True Light.                                  
 (Prostoe pěnīe 1815, 18.)   

Example 4. The third Heirmos of Theophany. (Krug” 1830, 72.)
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Only in 1848 was a Court Chant Obihod17 in full four-part harmony published, 
compiled by Aleksej L’vov. It has been argued that the music was arranged 
by L’vov somehow synthetically according to his personal taste, but it is more 
plausible that it represents the orally-transmitted polyphonic singing practices 
of the Court Chapel. Concurrently, L’vov was involved in making polyphonic 
arrangements of entire monophonic chant books, including the Synodal Heir-
mologion18 and Oktoih,19 as well as some manuscripts.20 These were printed dur-
ing subsequent years, but are now virtually forgotten, except for the Greek 
Chant heirmoi. These books demonstrate clearly that rendering chant melo-
dies in four-part harmony indeed did not require L’vov to make melodic mod-
ifications or simplifications of any substance.

Meanwhile, the monopoly of the Court Chapel prevented the publica-
tion of polyphonic settings from sources not affiliated to the Chapel. This situa-
tion changed only in the 1880s. From that time on, we have printed polyphonic 
sources of Kiev-Pechersk Lavra Chant as well as some other local traditions. 
Had the war and the Revolution not taken place, we might have similar poly-
phonic chant anthologies of other monasteries as well, such as Valaam. 

For Valaam Chant, in addition to the printed Sbornik (1902) and the Che-
rubic Hymn (Heruvimskaja 1903),21 there exist a considerable number of poly-
phonic manuscript sources from the beginning of the 20th century, surviving 
in the archives of the monastery in Finland. These sources, which have been 
used on the kliroses of the Valaam main church, demonstrate that what is in 
the monophonic Valaam Obihod22 does not represent a monophonic singing tra-
dition but is rather a monophonic reduction of a polyphonic singing practice. 
And further, in the monastery, the melodies were not sung meticulously in the 
form in which they were printed in the Obihod. I believe that this holds for 
other monastic singing traditions as well.

When the polyphonic sources of monastic chant are analysed, it turns 
out that the style is very consistent. The harmonization strategy follows a few 
general outlines:
•  The chant melody is constantly or almost constantly doubled in some part in 
the upper third, or in some cases, in the lower sixth.
•  There are extra-gamut leading notes (sharps) in the “original” melody part. 
These take place on the lowest pitch of a Ionian trichord principally when the 
melody tangents it from above in stepwise movement. (Similar leading notes 
are known in Old Rite performance practice of monophonic chant.)

17 Obihod” 1848.
18 Sokraščennyj irmologīj s.a.
19 Oktoih” 1849.
20 Including the Greek Chant heirmoi (Irmosy s.a., originally in three volumes; 
one of the sources is a manuscript heirmologion, catalogued as No. 1177 in Opisanīe 
1904) and a Vigil setting (Utrenja 1893, according to some source which seems to 
have consisted of Greek Chant as well as other chants).
21 The Cherubic Hymn and most of the Sbornik” were set for a mixed choir.
22 Obihod” 1909.
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•  The bass sings mostly roots of the chords suggested by the parallel voice 
complex.
•  The fourth part acts as a harmonic filler, providing acoustically correct notes 
for the chords determined by the other parts.
•  The parallel voice complex may form temporary dissonances against the 
bass.
•  There are occasional parallel fifths in the part-writing.
•  In chords containing a minor seventh (or a diminished fifth), the dissonance 
may progress upwards or be left by a leap.
•  The harmonic progressions can be analysed as if the music were in partial 
compliance with western tonality. 

Analysing the harmony

To find out what kind of a harmonic framework results from this procedure, 
and how can we analyse the chord progressions in it, let us take the Church 
Gamut as the point of departure. There are 12 pitches in the Gamut on which 
we can form triads by using the unaltered gamut notes. It is assumed that the 
gamut would continue upwards according to the same trichordal structure.

As the Church Gamut is a cyclic construction, not identical with a western key 
of major or harmonic minor, it is not useful to analyse its chords as degrees of 
a single key. To solve this problem we need a further layer of proportionality. 

In traditional polyphonic renditions of chant that is based on the Church 
Gamut, every consonant23 triad that consists of unaltered gamut notes can ap-
pear as a tonic of a harmonic region.24 These harmonic regions are similar to 
major and harmonic minor keys with the mentioned chords as their tonics. 
Consequently, the harmonic progressions in this kind of chant polyphony can 
be parsed as segments of similar progressions in the tonal keys in question.

For practical reasons I have chosen to refer to the harmonic regions by 
names derived from western church modes. While some other nomenclature 

23 The diminished triad, being dissonant, cannot act as a tonic.
24 The concept of harmonic regions in western tonal music is introduced in 
Schoenberg 1975. Its adaptation to chant polyphony is an original idea of mine.

Example 5. Triads deriving from the pitches of the Church Gamut.
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could be equally possible, the advantage of the present solution is that it is 
readily comprehensible to music theorists.

Table 2 enumerates the eight harmonic regions of the Church Gamut. The re-
gions form four adjacent and identical major–minor pairs which are separated 
from each other by a minor third. Likewise, the four lower regions are in iden-
tical relation to one another as the four upper regions, as well as is the case for 
the four middle regions. However, it is unlikely that all these regions would 
appear within a single polyphonic setting. This is the case because a chant 
melody seldom covers the whole Church Gamut.

Sometimes the written pitch space may represent a transposition of the 
gamut. Usually this is indicated with a key signature, as illustrated in Table 3. 
However, in practice the key signature may appear to have a difference of at 
least one accidental in relation to the actual transposition. 

Table 2. The eight harmonic regions of the Church Gamut.

Table 3. The effect of key signature transpositions of the Church Gamut.
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Consequently, the function of key signatures in harmonized chant is not 
the same as in western tonal music, as they do not signify a major or minor 
key. 

Each of the tonal regions of the Church Gamut may contain the same 
chords as the corresponding major and harmonic minor keys. In analysis, 
these chords are referenced to with the customary key labels, degree numbers 
and other standard symbols.

It must be emphasized that the analytical system does not imply the 
presence of some particular chords in music. Neither is it aimed at suggest-
ing that the music is in a Western key, nor that it would comply with Western 
tonality. Rather, its objective is to allow referencing the harmonic constituents 
of the music by standard and comprehensible means.

Before the analysis is applied, some disciplinary refinements are neces-
sary:

 
•   All changes in harmony are considered as individual sonorities.
•   Non-chordal dissonances are indicated only with the + sign. 
•   The missing notes of incomplete chords are not indicated.
•   It is implied that the root of the chord is always present in the music. Thus, 
a chord cannot be analysed as having its root omitted.
•   Seventh chords on the V degree are analysed as dominant seventh chords 
when the third is not present.
•   Should there occur an unlikely dominant chord that does not belong to any 
region, it can be analysed as a secondary dominant.
•   A region change is triggered primarily by the appearance of a chord (or pos-
sibly a set of non-harmonic notes) that does not belong to the earlier region.
•   A region change can also be analysed as occurring on phrase boundaries 
before the actual appearance of harmonies characteristic of the new region.
•   If there is an abundance of progressions involving the triads on I and IV de-
grees of some region, there has probably taken place a shift to the region fourth 
above, in which these triads are on degrees V and I.
•   Region changes are not considered modulations in the western sense. Only 
if there were a shift from one transposition of the Church Gamut to another 
during a piece would the question be of modulation.

Dnes’ spasenie

I have analysed the harmony of six polyphonic versions of the troparion Dnes’ 
spasenie — Today is salvation come, sung at the end of resurrectional matins. The 
melody, of which there exist multiple variants, is referred to as belonging to 
Znamenny Chant, or to Greek Chant in some sources. It seems that the me-
lodic variation is caused by oral transmission.
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Example 6. Dnes’ spasenie (Today salvation has come), resurrectional troparion, in tones 
1, 3, 5, 7. (Obihod”1869.)
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Example 7. Dnes’ spasenie. (Potulov”1882.)
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The melodies are practically identical in the Bahmetev Obihod,25 in Penie pri 
vsenoščnom bdenii drevnih napevov (Vigil after Ancient Chants)26 by Rimskij-Kor-
sakov and others, and in Potulov’s Vigil,27 which all comply with the melody 
of the Synodal Obihod.28 Of these three settings, the one that probably docu-
ments an actual oral tradition is Bahmetev’s. The other two have been specifi-
cally arranged by their respective authors. (Examples 6–8.)

One indicator of traditionality is the constant parallelism in sixths be-
tween the soprano and tenor parts, which is present in Bahmetev, to some 
degree in Rimskij, and virtually missing in Potulov. It is remarkable how the 
intentional avoidance of the dominant seventh distorts the parallelism in the 
Vigil after Ancient Chants. This is based on a questionable supposition that such 
a chordal dissonance was a western innovation and improper in chant po-
lyphony. But oddly enough, other academic principles of western harmony 
and part-writing are observed meticulously.

In the music examples, the harmony has been analysed according to the 
proposed guidelines. The results have also been compiled as statistics which 
show the region synopses and the distributions of chord degrees (and disso-
nant harmonies, indicated with +) for each chant setting.29 (Tables 4–6.)

25   Obihod” 1869.
26   Pěnīe 1887.
27   Potulov” 1882.
28   Obihod” 1772 (ff.); 1892 (ff.).
29   Immediate chord repetitions have been ignored.

Example 8. Dnes’ spasenie. (Pěnīe 1887.)

Table 4. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 6.
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While the choice of chords is different in these three versions, the regions of 
Ionian and Lydian major are articulated in all of them. The region synopses are 
identical in Bahmetev and Potulov, while Rimskij has fewer region changes. 
The latter has eliminated them by making more use of the modal degrees of 
the current region, and even cadencing on the third degree. This results in 
an awkward character in the harmony that is generally not present in orally 
transmitted chant polyphony. While Potulov has intentionally given up the 
parallelism in sixths, this has provided him with some freedom for the har-
mony, so that he has actually managed to harmonize the piece without notable 
clumsiness.

It is notable that in Bahmetev the majority of chords consist of degrees I 
and V, and no chords of II and III degrees are used. In Potulov, there are rather 
more chords of degrees II, III and VI, and considerably more in Rimskij. In all 
settings the number of IV degree chords is limited, and there are generally no 
cadences of the I–IV–V–I archetype. No chords of the VII degree are found in 
this music — but can generally exist in chant settings.

The three monastic versions of the same troparion in the following 
examples (9–11) show more melodic variation and seem independent of the 
melody in Synodal Obihod. The former two represent the Kiev-Pechersk Lavra 
singing. The earlier one is from a publication by Leonid Malaškin,30 in which 
he declares that he has reproduced an old manuscript source from the Lavra, 
without having modified the melodies or the traditional harmony.31 One pecu-

30 Vsenoščnoe bděnīe 1887.
31 Ibid., foreword. A quotation from the foreword among some general discus-Ibid., foreword. A quotation from the foreword among some general discus-
sion on the stylistic authenticity of Malaškin’s publication can be found in Bolgar-

Table 6. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 8.

Table 5. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 7.
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liarity of the publication is that the bass tends to double the chant melody in 
the lower octave. It is improbable that a trained musician like Malaškin would 
have fabricated this kind of non-academic part-writing. 

The second Lavra version is from the Lavra Obihod.32 By the time of its 
compilation, the melodies appear to have changed somewhat, and the bass 
has become independent, but the other harmonic peculiarities of Lavra sing-
ing remain. In both of these settings, the chant melody is consistently doubled 
at the upper third. 

sky 2007, 309–310.
32 Obihod” 1910.

Example 9. Dnes’ spasenie (Vsenoščnoe bděnīe 1887.)
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Example 10. Dnes’ spasenie. (Obihod”1910.)
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The third monastic version is from a set of manuscript part-books of Valaam 
Monastery which were once used at the main church. Unlike the Lavra ver-
sions and unlike Valaam Chant in general, this setting makes use of lower 
sixth parallelism so that the chant melody is in the top voice.

Example 11. Dnes’ spasenie. (Valaam ms. № 421.)

Table 7. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 9.
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Tables 7–9 show that whereas the monastic versions have more versatile re-
gion synopses than the previous group of settings, the distribution of chord 
degrees is closer to Bahmetev than to Rimskij or Potulov.

Other examples

For further comparison, I have analysed another excerpt from the Valaam 
manuscripts: the aposticha theotokion of Tone 6 (Example 12). The region synop-
sis and chord distribution of the theotokion are listed in Table 10. The chord 
distribution parallels that of the Valaam Dnes’ spasenie.

Table 9. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 11.

Table 8. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 10.
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The last example (13) is a possible reconstruction of the stylistically correct 
harmony for the tone 8 prosomoion O preslavnago čudese, for which no poly-
phonic sources apparently survive. 

Example 12. I nyne... Tvorec i izbavitel’. Tone 6, resurrectional theotokion apo sticha. 
(Valaam ms. № 472.)

Table 10. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 12.
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I have placed the melody in the second part from the top, doubled it in the 
upper third, made the idiomatic leading note adjustments and completed 
the harmonization. The final cadence has been modelled according to some 
instances in other Valaam polyphonic manuscripts. As Table 11 reveals, the 
distribution of chords is not very different from the previous excerpts of “au-
thentic” Valaam polyphony.33

33 The prevalence of dominant seventh chords over dominant triads is not artifi-
cial but caused by the consistent third doubling.

Example 13. Ot straži... O preslavnago čudese! Refrain and prosomoion, tone 8: kekra-
garion for Ss. Sergei and Herman of Valaam (O most glorious wonder!). Arr. from Obi-

hod” 1909 by Jopi Harri.
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Conclusion

It can be inferred that the harmonic framework of the traditional chant po-
lyphony of the mainstream is coherent but in some of its features distinct from 
the western common practice tonality:

•   There are constant tonal shifts to specific regions that originate from the 
Church Gamut.
•    When the harmony is analysed according to the regions, the degrees I and 
V prevail, degree VI is relatively common, whereas the other degrees appear 
infrequently.
•    Dominant seventh chords are idiomatic in the harmonic vocabulary. The 
sevenths may progress also upwards (indicated in the music examples) or be 
left by a leap.
•     The number of non-chordal dissonances is modest but not infinitesimal.
•    The harmonic progressions tend to belong to the typical progression group 
(cf. Table 1).
•     There are generally no cadences of the I–IV–V–I archetype.
•    In orally-transmitted repertories that have not been “corrected” there are 
occasional parallel fifths and other parallelisms that are considered improper 
or poor in Western part-writing.

Insofar as I believe that the foregoing answers the question of how harmony 
functions in this music, it should now be possible to create stylistically valid 
reconstructions and even settings of new music, working not by chance but 
following clear guidelines.

Table 11. Region synopsis and chord distribution of Example 13.
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